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This section will be a regular feature of the Montana Busi
ness Quarterly. It will give me an opportunity to present
directly to the readers such items as book reviews, discussion
of our philosophy of education for business, research projects
we are undertaking in the Bureau of Business and Economic
Research, the School of Business Administration Advisory
Council and its functions, as well as other items in which you
might have an interest. Since some of you may have missed
the announcement of this new publication in the June issue
of the Montana Business Review, I want to explain again the
change to a quarterly publication.
Two years ago, the School of Business Administration Advi
sory Council (22 businessmen from throughout the state) rec
ommended we change to a quarterly publication. This publi
cation should contain more articles and cover a wider range of
topics in order to make each issue more interesting to a greater
number of people. A quarterly would be necessary if we pub
lish several articles, because of the limited time our contributors
have available.
The council also felt we should charge for the publication.
Our costs are rising in almost every category, including wages,
postage, and paper. We need funds to cover increased costs of
research and data collection for the material we publish. A
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subscription price will help us cover these increased costs and
also make the publication at least partially self supporting.
We carefully considered the points raised by the council and
decided they were correct. Last year we began to plan for the
shift, and with this issue the venture is launched. This issue
comes to you with our compliments so that you can get some
idea of what the Montana Business Quarterly will be like. The
subscriptipn price is $4.00 a year. For that you will receive the
Quarterly, plus a free copy of each monograph published by
the Bureau of Business and Economic (Research during the
subscription year. The subscription year runs from January 1
to December 31. We hope you will use the enclosed card and
send in your subscription so that you can start the year 1963
with us. Certainly the staff and I intend to make every effort
to keep this a magazine that Montana readers will find both
helpful and stimulating.

Dean and Director
.S. Be certain to keep this issue handy for ready refer
ence to Maxine Johnson’s article which gives a comprehensive
exp anation of the data and charts the Quarterly contains.

Planning Your Marketing Program
GLENN R. BARTH
Assistant Professor of Business Administration
Montana State University, Missoula

Since World War II there has been a continuing change in
the economy of the United States from a condition of scarcity
of consumer goods to an over-supply. As a result of this change
most of our industries today operate with excess productive
capacity. This excess capacity means many businessmen have
been unable to increase prices as rapidly as their costs have
increased and have found themselves in a “profit squeeze.,, In
this situation the role of marketing, which we define as “all
efforts to move goods from the producer to the consumer or
user,” is receiving more attention than it has at any time in
the past. Most businessmen now recognize that it is necessary
to sell both harder and more efficiently.
Along with the increasing importance of marketing, the role
of the chief marketing executive, whether his title is marketing
manager, sales manager, advertising manager, or general man
ager, has also taken on new importance. Obviously, then, the
actions of the marketing manager will have widespread effects
on his firm’s ability to compete effectively or, in fact, to survive
at all. It is imperative that his actions be based upon consider
ation of his firm’s long-run best interests as well as upon
solving day-to-day problems.
In order to determine how a contemplated action will affect
his firm in the long run, the marketing manager should clearly
establish goals and a well thought-out marketing program to
guide him in reaching them. Although in the past such pro
grams have usually been developed by large businesses with
many complex activities to coordinate, smaller firms have an
equal or greater need for planning because they must realize
the largest possible return from severely limited resources.
Such planning is needed at all marketing levels, by retailers
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and wholesalers, as well as by manufacturers. With some
modifications for individual cases, the general rules proposed
here should be applicable to all marketing organizations.
Skillful planning is as important to success in marketing as
it is in other business operations. But difficulties are encoun
tered at once because marketing deals with such complex or
unknown variables as forthcoming governmental action, con
sumer expectations, changing fashions, and population move
ments. As a result of these variables, a marketing plan must
be flexible enough to adjust to an ever-changing environment
and must also meet that final pragmatic test of any business
decision—does it work? The manager therefore must face in
two directions at once: setting and altering goals, and review
ing and revising his program to make sure that it is bringing
him closer to his goals.
Basically, the marketing manager’s job can be divided into
three tasks: (1) establishing marketing goals, (2) developing
a marketing program directed toward the achievement of these
goals, and (3) executing the program.

Establishing Marketing Goals
Marketing goals can be divided into four different, but
related, categories: These are (1) sales goals, (2) competitive
goals, (3) organization goals, and (4) social goals.
Sales goals may be expressed either in terms of unit volume
or dollar volume. They vary from long term goals spanning
several years to short term goals covering one particular event
such as a sales contest.
The most common and probably the most useful sales goal
is set for an intermediate period such as a calendar year, a
model year, or a selling season. A one year period is short
enough to permit realistic planning in a rapidly changing
world, yet long enough to require giving considerable thought
to the future. Such a sales goal can be built up from the
estimated sales of the individual salesmen, territories, products,
or branches; or developed as a single figure for the entire firm
and then.broken down between branches, products, or sales
men. The build-up method is more accurate and less arbitrary
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but more difficult to carry out, because it requires the agree
ment of all levels in the firm.
Since a goal should be reasonably attainable, developing a
careful, objective, and accurate sales forecast is a necessary
preliminary to establishing sales goals. Such a sales forecast
will provide an estimate of the maximum sales possible with
a given marketing program. If care is not used in forecasting
sales the goals established will fail to reflect market conditions
and will be excessively colored by the optimism or pessimism
of their author. When sales goals are adjusted to a carefully
developed sales forecast they can serve as a workable guide to
marketing effort. But, when they are plucked out of thin air
at the whim of the marketing manager they will be unrealistic
and serve to discourage and frustrate the organization.
The first step in developing a sales forecast is the gathering
of relevant data. All data concerning consumers, their habits
and tastes, markets, the national economy, changes within the
industry, local and regional expectations, and sometimes inter
national events should be considered relevant. Such data may
be obtained from (1) public records (city, state, and national),
(2) trade publications and trade associations, (3) the firm’s
internal records, (4) market channel reports (from suppliers,
salesmen, distributors, etc.), and (5) special surveys and sam
ples (market research).
After gathering the data it must be organized, analyzed, and
put into usable form. This means that graphs, tables, and
charts must be prepared and interpreted. Trends must be
calculated and projected into the future for data concerning
such items as consumer income and sales. In most cases these
steps do not require the services of experts in market or con
sumer research. Instead, almost any businessman who is will
ing to take the time to do so can achieve a satisfactory result.
General as well as specific economic conditions are predicted,
for instance, from the 26 indicators used by the National
Bureau of Economic Research. Quite accurate predictions of
cyclical movements in the economy can be made using these
indicators as guides.
Some companies, however, rely on outside sources for pre
dictions of general economic activity in order to save the time
and cost of doing such analyses themselves. Most business
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periodicals print both long-term and short-term predictions
from time to time as part of their service to their subscribers.
With care, these can be used successfully.
The critical point in arriving at a sales forecast is the syn
thesis of the accumulated facts and predictions into a single
forecast for the particular firm. This is the responsibility of
the marketing manager and, although he may delegate parts
of the task to subordinates, its accuracy largely depends on his
experience and judgment. This synthesis involves weighing
the various data as to the effects upon each segment of the
firm and combining these partial estimates to determine the
firm’s total predicted sales.
With the sales forecast in hand, the marketing manager has,
essentially, completed his task of establishing sales goals for
the company since the sales forecast represents the highest
sales goal the company can expect to achieve in the predicted
market situation with the anticipated market program. One
important step which should not be omitted at this point, how
ever, is that of checking proposed sales goals against the pro
duction and financial capacities of the firm. Sales goals based
solely on the sales forecast may be set too high if this is not
done. On the other hand, the sales forecast may indicate sales
so low that they do not allow the company to make a profit.
If so, the firm should look into the possibility of producing
additional products or of replacing its present products with
others having a more favorable sales potential.
Competitive goals include increasing the firm’s share of its
market, gaining market acceptance for new products, and opening new territories. Competitive goals will ordinarily be
rea ized at the expense of competitors. They presuppose that
e irm has the ability to alter competitive relationships,
w ereas sales goals should be developed in terms of unchanging
competitive relationships.
Normally, competitive goals are aggressive and originate in
what the marketing manager wants to achieve rather than in
w a can e expected as a result of a sales forecast based upon
unc ange marketing plans. The marketing manager’s pro
pose competitive goals are then subjected to a careful analysis
compe 1 ive strengths and weaknesses, consumer acceptance,
nne a vertising expenditures, and planned sales campaigns.
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Consumer surveys, test markets, and market channel reports
play a part in this analysis if they are available. The purpose
of this analysis is primarily to check the feasibility of the mar
keting manager’s proposed competitive goals and to indicate
any revsions needed to make them realistcally attainable.
Organization goals are primarily goals of growth and effi
ciency; unfortunately, they are seldom made explicit. This is
definitely a mistake because it is difficult to plan and work
toward goals that are vaguely perceived by the manager but
not generally understood within the organization. The man
ager should avoid setting such general goals as “growth” or
“efficiency” because these will be of little value in charting
the organization’s course. Goals of growth and efficiency must
be based on a practical appraisal of the company’s potential
and related to its sales and competitive goals rather than solely
to the manager’s ambition. For example, it would not seem
reasonable to set a competitive goal of increasing the firm’s
market share by 10 percent through a costly saturation selling
campaign, and at the same time set an organization goal of a
20 percent increase in net profit without considering this added
selling expense. It can be seen that goals of efficiency are in
some ways opposed to goals of growth because the costs of
capturing a substantial additional share of the market might
result in a temporary decrease in profits rather than in an
increase.
Social goals set by a firm may include building a favorable
corporate image, being a good citizen of its community, satisfy
ing its customers, and being a good company to work for from
the employee viewpoint. As in the case of organization goals,
social goals are difficult to define in many cases. They are
very important to the marketer, however; and for this reason
should be defined as explicitly as possible. The best starting
point for the manager in defining such goals is to consider the
present position of his firm. If the company has market re
search facilities they can be used again in this process. Surveys
and samples can be used to indicate where improvements are
necessary, and to determine the progress of the firm in attain
ing its social goals. For the smaller firm, an informal review
conducted by the manager should be sufficient to determine
the firm’s position and progress.
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In conclusion, it should be pointed out that all the company’s
goals—sales goals, competitive goals, organization goals, and
social goals—should be harmonized and used as the basis for
the marketing program. Only when this is done can the pro
gram be a sound guide to marketing action.

Developing the Marketing Program
The marketing program is a detailed, overall plan for attain
ing the goals of the organization. For purposes of examination,
the marketing program may be divided into four parts: (1) the
distribution plan, (2) the advertising plan, (3) the sales plan,
and (4) the service plan.
The distribution plan, in general, is concerned with the terri
tories to be covered, the channels of distribution to be used,
discount and pricing policies, and the step-by-step procedures
of preparing the marketing schedule. The marketing manager
uses the data that he gathered while establishing goals, what
ever other marketing information is available, and his own
experience to determine the best way in which to attain the
company’s goals.
In determining the territories to be covered the critical fac
tors to be considered are: (1) how much will each territory
contribute to the attainment of the firm’s sales goals? (2) what
will be the effects of the elimination or addition of a particular
territory, or territories, on the sales, competitive, and social
goals of the firm? (3) how much will it cost and what kind of
marketing effort will be required to sell and service the prod
uct in each territory? As these and similar questions are
answered, a plan for sales territories can be developed.
The process of determining the channels of distribution to be
used is identical to the method suggested above in determining
t e territories to be covered. Different questions are asked
an answered, of course; but the process is largely one of
weighing the advantages and disadvantages of each type of
middleman or dealer compared to others available. When the
advantages and disadvantages in terms of costs and contribu10 ns to the company’s goals have been advanced for each of
ese a ternative distribution channels, those best suited to
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attaining the company’s goals can usually be determined. In
cases where these advantages and disadvantages appear equal
for several channels, the manager must make the choice on the
basis of his own experience and judgment, or rely on custom
or the advice of leaders in his industry.
The discount and pricing policies contained in the distribu
tion plan are frequently determined by what the competition
has been doing along these lines. Most of the time, a firm will
merely meet the competition, but in some cases it may be
necessary to sell at prices below the competitive level if the
firm’s sales or competitive goals are to be realized. In other
cases it may be possible to price a product above the com
petitive level because of unique product features or other
advantages.
Timing is an important part of distribution; consequently
the distribution plan should include the step-by-step develop
ment of the marketing schedule. In the case of a multi-product
firm, this may entail considerable time and effort, but a study
of seasonal variations in the sales of each product would pro
vide a basis for planning.
The advertising plan is concerned with the choice of media,
a theme for an advertising campaign, the type of advertise
ments and sales promotion materials to be used, the advertising
schedule, and the advertising appropriation. A study of the
firm’s customers is the first step in deciding upon the adver
tising campaign that would be most effective in reaching the
majority of buyers. The advertising schedule should be pre
pared with consideration for the seasonality of sales, and for
territories or products that are most likely to benefit from
advertising support. Another aspect of the advertising sched
ule that should be considered is the lag between the appearance
of an ad and customer reaction to it. For this reason advertising
should precede the peak selling period by a short time.
The advertising appropriation may be based upon a percent
age of sales, the estimated money needed for a given job, or
an amount based upon the advertising being done by competi
tors. None of the three methods of setting the budget is without
problems, so in practice, a combination of all three methods is
used to give a sound and reasonable estimate of the amount of
money which should be spent.
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The sales plan is the plan for the sales organization: the
allocation of territories, the method of compensation to be used,
the sales quotas assigned, the sales budget, and sales controls.
The starting point for the marketing manager preparing his
sales plan is the present sales organization. He should examine
his present organization closely to determine what changes will
be necessary to adapt it to the firm’s newly established goals.
This review of the sales organization will indicate which of
the salesmen need additional training or reassignment and
whether any additional salesmen need to be added to the sales
force. Additional salesmen may be needed if the company’s
goals call for more volume, particularly if this volume is to
come from new territories or new products. Also, a special
training program may be indicated if a new product is to be
introduced.
Territories should be designed so that all have approximately
equal sales potential. Even where such equalizing is difficult
to achieve, this allocation of customers is desirable both in
fairness to all the salesmen and so that an equitable judgment
of each salesman can be made by management. For firms
selling goods with broadly based demand such as gasoline, fur
niture, or baby clothing, the basis for such an allocation might
well be an adaptation of Sales Management magazine’s Buying
Power Index which combines population, income, and retail
sales into an index of buying power for every county and major
city in the United States. On the other hand, for firms selling
to a limited market it would be more useful to find the most
appropriate basis for their products or services. For example,
m t e sale of radio advertising time, the best basis for setting
up erritories would be the volume of retail sales in each area
cr community covered.
The method of compensation to be used depends for the most
par upon t e type of product being sold and its stage of market
development. For example, a salesman selling a small, inex
pensive item, recently introduced to the market, would probay e pai a straight commission, while a salesman selling a
ore expensive, well established or more technical item might
e on a combination of commission and salary. Salesmen of
with T b o n u l6 °r C°mpleX ec*uiPment are usually paid a salary
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Sales quotas should be as similar as the allocation of terri
tories allows. At the same time, they should reflect each
territory’s potential as well as its past sales record. The diffi
culty with respect to basing sales quotas solely on past per
formance is that sales records may be deceiving. A territory
which had a large sales volume one year may not be able to
repeat this volume the next because its market is saturated or
for other economic reasons. On the other hand, some markets
such as Southern California and Arizona are growing very
rapidly and should be given increasingly large quotas each
year.
The sales budget is determined largely by the size of the
sales organization and the method of compensation used. When
additions are made to the sales force or when changes are made
in the method of compensation, the effects of the change on the
sales budget should be considered as well as the effects on
the organization’s selling effectiveness. Costs again must be
weighed against added potential income before making changes
of this type.
Sales controls are exercised through review measures such as
sales charts, sales reports from various salesmen and branches,
and reports and complaints from dealers and customers. All
such controls allow the marketing manager to judge the per
formance of his sales organization, and to make changes in the
organization which will bring improvement in its performance.
Planning for sales controls usually involves preparing report
forms and questionnaires to be used by the salesmen. These
must be designed to give the manager the information he re
quires from the field while taking only the absolute minimum
of the salesmen’s selling time.
The service plan establishes the firm’s service policies and
procedures. The main policy point to be decided is the market
level at which the adjustments and/or service work will be
performed—the retail or the manufacturer level. The time
period of the guarantee (if any) must also be determined.
Basically, the service plan depends upon the size, price, and
profit margin of the item being sold and also upon the social
goals the firm has established. It may vary from a policy of
offering no service by the manufacturer or retailer to complex
maintenance arrangements involving both.
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In summary, the marketing program outlines the general
and specific courses of action contemplated and the organiza
tional arrangements which seem most appropriate to accom
plishing the established goals of the firm.

Executing the Program
The establishment of the firm’s goals and the development
of a marketing program provide the marketing manager and
his organization with general guides for their conduct of the
business. But the manager’s job does not end here. He must
also be concerned with the proper execution of his program,
and through it, the attainment of the organization’s goals. He
does this in two ways: (1) by constant review and revision of
his marketing program, and (2) by establishing and maintain
ing an effective organization.
Review and revision of the program is a recurring need. It
must be remembered that the marketing program is based on
prediction and, therefore, can not be exactly correct and in
flexible. The marketing manager should expect to keep a close
watch over the developing situation and to adapt his plans to
unexpected changes in the market. Generally the adjustments
will be minor, but some will usually be needed during a selling
season. Making changes in plans is not an admission of a poor
°r P°°r Panning, but rather an acknowledgment
ticm 6 mana^er bas been working with incomplete informaTo make the necessary changes at the right time, the manager must have a steady flow of information from the field so
a e can compare actual results with his anticipations,
henever a substantial deviation from planned performance
^ UrS’ a review of the marketing program is needed so that
fault a-rf^er Can ^etermine if any aspect of the program is at
maraoo S°m? part of the Pr °gr am is judged to be at fault, the
hanH 8th mUSt change lt: t0 meet the situation. If, on the other
Pr?gl am iS S°Und’ the ^ p o n sib ility can be laid to
carefullvTv? C,harged Wlth carrying it out. Just as the most
“
^ d plans sometimes need revision, the best subordiates sometimes need an added push to do their best work.
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Establishing and maintaining an effective organization is
equally vital in executing the marketing program. When
deviations from expected marketing performance occur and a
review of the marketing program reveals no serious flaws in
planning, then usually the organization or some part of it has
failed to perform adequately in executing the program. A suc
cessful organization has three basic components (1) effective
leadership, (2) effective group relationships, and (3) effective
communication. These components are closely related, for
communication is largely dependent upon group relationships
and these, in turn, are largely dependent upon effective leadership.
The logical place for the marketing manager to begin his
investigation of his organization’s leadership is with himself.
He should ask himself if he has set a good example for his
subordinates in his supervisory methods. He should correct
any of his own failures to follow accepted management meth
ods. Then, since leadership extends all the way down the
organization hierarchy, an examination of the leadership per
formance of subordinates right down to the lowest supervisor
should be undertaken if the program’s failure is suspected to
lie in this area.
The organization should also be examined for flaws in group
relationships. There may be disgruntled salesmen who feel the
allocation of territories or compensation is unfair or subordi
nates in other departments who believe they have been treated
unjustly by the company. Other dissatisfactions and petty
jealousies may also be undermining good group performance
and organizational effectiveness. While a thorough examina
tion of the organization may be needed to reveal such mis
understandings, often a single explanation to the aggrieved
party is all that is required to correct them. In other cases,
changes in company policies may be necessary to win whole
hearted cooperation from everyone concerned.
To check on the effectiveness of downward communication
the manager may be able to skip over the formal channels of
communication to see if individuals in the field or in other
parts of the organization “got the word.” Care must be taken,
however, to assure that the manager does not permit his pre
conceptions to color his findings. The effectiveness of upward
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communications can be judged in much the same manner after
an investigation of the field situation to see if vital information
concerning that situation has been withheld from him.
These organization checks should not be carried out by the
manager only when trouble appears, but instead should be
reviewed periodically to provide constant control. When this is
done, a small adjustment may be enough to correct an organi
zational trouble spot before it develops into a major problem
requiring extensive corrective measures.

Summary
With the increasing importance of marketing in today’s economy, businessmen are recognizing the need for a more orderly
and systematic approach to all phases of selling than has
existed in the past. The elements of such a systematic approach
consist of setting the firm’s marketing goals, planning a mareting program directed toward the achievement of these goals,
and carrying out the planned program. The person primarily
responsible for such planning is frequently called the marketmg manager, but his title and specific duties vary from firm
to irm. Whatever his other duties, the manager of the small
irm must either develop marketing plans himself or delegate
this responsibility to a subordinate. In either case the Jin al
responsi i ity for a sound marketing program rests with the
manager. His firm s success, perhaps its continued existence,
depends not only upon how well he carries out these planning
xesponsibilities, but also upon his ability to build and maintain
his 6 lans1^ or^an*za^ on ^kat
be capable of carrying out

The Montana Economy in Perspective
PAUL B. BLOMGREN, Dean and Director
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
School of Business Administration
Montana State University, Missoula

In recent years there has been extended discussion of the
economic situation in Montana. One of the points frequently
brought out is that the rate of economic growth in this state
is less than the national average and that the state is thus
plagued with unemployment problems. Unfortunately many
of the individuals proposing solutions look only at the apparent
problems, ignoring certain basic underlying causes. As a re
sult, many of the solutions tend to be unrealistic, at least in
their timing. We need to identify the basic changes taking
place in Montana and to adopt a realistic attitude about what
can be expected in the future. This allows action programs to
be designed and timed to be of maximum benefit.
The first important basic fact which we must recognize is
that Montana has primarily a raw material economy. Histori
cally, the three main supports of the economy have been mining, agriculture, and lumbering. This still holds true today, ex
cept that a change or transition toward a more diversified econ
omy appears under way. Activities associated with travel and
outdoor recreation can expand in relative importance. As one
looks at the future twenty or thirty years hence, it appears that
manufacturing may assume a more important role. Thus the
economy is apparently in the early stages of a transition away
from a raw material economy to a more mixed economy.
The second important basic fact is that changes, some of them
quite fundamental, are taking place in mining, agriculture, and
lumbering. Since Montana still depends heavily upon these
supports, problems of transition are, and will continue to be,
aggravated by these changes. The most pertinent point to con
sider now is the changes that are occurring in the primary
supports.
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First, consider agriculture. The total number of farms and
ranches in the nation is declining, but the size of the average
unit is increasing. Accompanying these changes is rapidly de
veloping mechanization on the farm. For many years the cost
and competitive situations in agriculture have tended to narrow
the margin between costs and prices, and consequently to nar
row profits. This almost inevitably means that satisfactory
profit in agriculture becomes more dependent on a large volume
operation. Volume can be increased by more intensive pro
duction on a given acreage. This has been accomplished on
many units by better methods of production and by such prac
tices as more liberal use of fertilizers and hybrid grains. On
other units it has led to greater use of irrigation as well. On
many farms and ranches, a larger increased volume has been
achieved by an increase in the size of unit under one ownership
or operation. Concurrent with these developments has been a
very considerable improvement in farm machinery. The use of
machinery has enabled agricultural operators to lower unit
costs, compared with the same rate of production relying heavily on agricultural labor. Thus there has been a tendency to
substitute machines for men in order to achieve more cost cont - aud in order to handle larger volumes. At the same time it
should be noted that the advantages of mechanization normally
are more fully realized in large scale operations. The advanages o be achieved through mechanization have acted as a
f{?ur V?| consolidation and increased size in farms and ranches.
tvt U+ 6
agricultural unit in the United States and in
?n. a**a ls k^pwmng a large scale, heavily mechanized unit,
ymg upon higher capital investment and requiring less labor
than in the past.
The result of these changes in agriculture is an exodus of
opera orsi an laborers from farms and ranches. One individual
S °Ut ]° another and moves to town to seek employment in
r ^ S er u e
WOrk- The children of many farmers and
, v. ers
S°ne mto other occupations. Where several
hav h af W1 pitchforks used to be required, one man with a
ereatpr i
a considerably smaller crew handle a much
nerform r a n T ' ? 7 °ne man with a jeep or helicopter can
Those di-snl^
that formerly took a number of cowboys.
emDlovm?ntCeT
m°Ve t0 the towns and cities seeking
employment. In addition, some farm and ranch hands have
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simply pulled up stakes and moved to the city because of the
lure of shorter hours and higher wages which are supposed to
exist in industry. The hours and wages picture may be correct,
but the job vacancies do not always exist. In short, there has
been an exodus of people from agriculture, forced or voluntary.
This exodus in Montana was approximately 15,000 from 1950 to
1960, or 23.4 percent of the 1950 farm and ranch employment.1
These people have moved to urban areas in and out of Montana
seeking employment. When other sectors of the economy can t
expand rapidly enough to take up the slack, unemployment
results. The other two basic sectors of the Montana economy
also have their difficulties, so they can’t be relied upon to take
up the released labor. The result is unemployment— an unem
ployment which in some areas almost appears chronic at
present.
The second basic support of the state’s economy is metal
mining. This industry is also in trouble throughout the nation.
Some types of mining are declining because the raw material
is becoming depleted or because raw material of a marketable
grade under present demand conditions is not available. The
result is a release of labor from these mines. Increased costs
and competition have virtually forced many mining operations
to rely more and more heavily upon mechanization in order to
remain profitable. Here again the object is to produce the same
or a larger volume and at the same time lower unit costs, or at
least slow the rate of rise in unit costs. Many small mines which
could not afford the capital outlay have simply closed. Larger
companies have tended to abandon deep-shaft mining and to
move toward open-pit operation in order to make maximum
utilization of mechanization.
The result of these basic changes in metal mining has been
the same in Montana as in many other states, a release of labor
from mining employment. Average annual metal mining em
ployment in Montana decreased approximately 3,300 from 1950
to I960.2 This is a decline of 42 percent in that period. How
ever, average annual mining employment actually reached a
,U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Census of Popu
lation, 1960. Figures refer to self-employed operators and hired workers.
“Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana, Montana Labor
M arket Supplements.
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peak in 1956. The decline from 1956 to 1960 was approximately
4,200 or 48 percent from the peak. These workers, too, have
been forced to seek employment elsewhere. Some of them
have migrated out of the state in search of employment as
workers released in other sectors of the economy have done.
Thus basic changes in the mining industry in Montana have
resulted in the release of workers. When the other sectors of
the state’s economy cannot absorb these workers as fast as they
are released, unemployment and out-migration result.
The lumber industry is regarded as the third traditional basic
support of the Montana economy. In recent years this industry
has expanded in Montana, as is shown by increases in both
lumber production and employment. Visible evidence of in
creased interest in this industry would include the building of
the Van-Evan and St. Regis plywood plants, the WaldorfHoerner pulp and paper mill, and the current expansion on the
part of Anaconda Forest Products Company, to cite just a few.
Average annual employment in the lumber and wood products
industry increased by approximately 1,900 from 1950 to 1960, or
35 percent.3 Thus it is apparent that this basic support of the
Montana economy has assumed a relatively more important
role since 1950.
However, two points must be mentioned with respect to this
industry. First, an increase in employment of 1,900 over the
ten-year period is not enough to compensate for the loss of
employment in either one of the other two basic supports. Sec
ond, the lumber and wood products industry itself has been
experiencing rough times since 1960, primarily due to compe
tition from substitute building materials, plus the fact that the
amount of growth in home building forecast a few years ago
as ailed to materialize. Thus, while the lumber and wood
products industry has increased in relative importance, it is
unreahstic to look to this industry to shoulder the entire burden
ot Montana s employment problems.
In general, the problems in the three traditional basic sup
ports of the Montana economy are industry-wide problems and
are not peculiar to Montana. Because of this, it is not within
the power of Montana alone to solve the problems. In fact, the *
*lbid.
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troubles are rooted in basic changes which these industries are
undergoing, and probably there are no real solutions beyond
waiting out the time necessary to allow these industries to
readjust to changed conditions. One must be realistic and
understand the changes which are taking place, and one must
also realize that solutions directed at stopping the changes are
almost certainly doomed to failure. The task which faces Mon
tana is twofold. First, it must attempt to speed the readjust
ment and reduce the ill effects as much as possible. Second,
the state must seek to speed the transition to a more diversified
economy as rapidly as possible so that difficulties in any one
sector of the economy will not have as much impact as in the
past. A rapid movement toward a more diversified economy
will also help to reduce the impact of readjustment in the basic
supports of the economy. For this reason, let us turn our attenion to other sectors of the economy in order to view their
present status, prospects, and problems.
Construction activity has been a major source of income and
employment in Montana. From 1950 to 1960 inclusive, the
industry employment has varied between a low of 9,500 and a
high of 11,700, but usually stays close to 10,800, the average for
the period. Inspection of the table below will show that there
were periods, however, when employment varied over 1,000
from one year to the next. Inspection of the table also reveals
rather wide fluctuations in the dollar volume of construction
from year to year. One cannot fail to note the relative impor
tance of public works construction in the total picture.
The increased volume of construction activity in several re
cent years has served to bolster the economy of a state suffering
from problems in the traditional basic support industries.
However, there are a number of reasons why the construction
industry cannot be relied upon for major steady support of the
economy. The wide fluctuations in construction volume from
year to year present serious problems in themselves, particu
larly since there is no certainty that the peaks in activity will
come when they are most needed. Public works construction
is a major segment in the construction industry and many of
these projects such as highways, dams, and missile sites cause
rapid peaks in income and employment in a particular area,
followed by severe declines. When one or two thousand new
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SELECTED CONSTRUCTION STATISTICS FOR MONTANA,
1950-1960
Value of
Average Annual
Engineer
Employment
ing Construction
Percent Public in Contract
Year
Contracts1
Works Contracts Construction
1950
$ 45,886,000
10,500
67.5
1951
43,300,000
10,600
52.8
1952
91,084,000
10,500
35.4
1953
58,622,000
43.9
9,500
1954
40,040,000
64.9
10,600
1955
151,853,000
22.5
10,400
1956
113,473,000
42.1
11,700
1957
72,060,000
65.2
10,800
1958
108,457,000
65.1
10,900
1959
76,712,000
58.2
11,600
1960
70,860,000
74.2
11,000

’Includes large contracts let for the following types of construction:
water supply, sewers, and waste disposal, bridges, streets and roads,
earth work and waterways, public buildings, mass housing, commercial
and industrial buildings, and an unclassified category. A large segment
of home building and smaller construction projects of all types is ex
cluded.
Source: The Montana Almanac , 1959-60, Montana State University
Press, p. 239, and U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Cen
sus, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1962, p. 239.

people move into a community to construct a dam, the com
munity expands to serve the influx of population, but when the
dam is completed, the population contracts to nearly its original
size. The result can be empty houses, unfilled school rooms,
and over-expanded retail facilities. The effects are particularly
severe when the expansion occurs in a small community. Thus
large construction projects may be a temporary stimulus, but
they can create some serious problems as an aftermath. Finally,
it must be pointed out that the public works projects result
from actions of various governmental bodies. There is no as
surance that such programs will be approved in any given year
level will be maintained over an extended
P
o ime. In fact, it is logical to assume that the very
large projects necessary in Montana such as dams, air bases,
missi e sites, and the interstate highway system will one day
e comp e e It may be many years before additional major
projects become necessary or feasible.
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Thus construction serves, and has served, as a stimulus to
the Montana economy, but it does not appear to be an industry
upon which the state can rely as a major support in the long
run. Other sectors of the economy must bear the major burden
of support and provide the necessary diversification in the
economy.
Manufacturing is a sector of the economy on which many
people pin their hopes for growth and diversification in Mon
tana. This is the sector usually referred to when groups speak
of the need for “industrial development.” The truth is, how
ever, that manufacturing (other than lumber and wood prod
ucts) has declined in importance in the Montana economy.
For example, annual average employment in manufacturing
(other than lumber) increased by only 500 workers (4 percent)
between 1950 and 1960—from 12,600 in 1950 to 13,100 in 1960
(although it did attain a peak of 13,600 in 1956).4 The decline
since 1956 has been the result of reduced employment in pri
mary metals refining. Obviously, even if we include the lum
ber industry, little growth has occurred in Montana’s manufac
turing activities. What are the problems and prospects for the
future in this area?
Certainly an expansion in manufacturing would increase the
diversification which the Montana economy sorely needs. The
long-run prospects for expansion in manufacturing are fairly
good, but obviously manufacturing expansion is no immediate
solution to Montana’s problems. Let’s take a more detailed
look at the prospects.
Some manufacturing tends to locate close to major markets.
Montana ranks 42 in population among the 50 states and has a
population density of 4.6 persons per square mile.5 This does
not constitute a major market. Most of the surrounding states
are in a similar or worse situation. The two exceptions are
Washington, which ranks 23 in population with a density of
42.8 per square mile, and Oregon, which ranks 32 and has a
density of 18.4. Thus today Montana and most of the surround
ing states do not constitute major markets individually and
probably not in combination. However, as the rather rapidly
•Ibid.
BU. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Ab
stract of the United States, 1961, pp. 12-13.
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expanding populations of Washington and Oregon continue to
grow, there will be major markets reasonably close to Montana
served by good transportation routes. As Montana and the
Northwest continue to grow, it is possible that market-oriented
“
y may locate in this state to serve the major markets
which develop to the west and in the surrounding areas. This
appears to be much more likely as a development over a long
period than one which will take place in the next decade.
Some manufacturing industries are oriented toward raw ma
terials, including fuel and power. Montana, with its wealth of
raw materials and potential power, must exploit these advan
tages to the fullest extent. It must seek the type of industries
J*?1'ch available raw materials and/or power give the state
an age. Plants such as the Anaconda Aluminum Com
pany at Columbia Falls and Victor Chemical Works in Silver
Bow are examples of this category.
n J t w e are S°me industries that may locate at a site which is
neither a major market nor the site of raw materials. These
dustries usually manufacture a product of high unit value,
ir»P+i?
W^ ich transportation cost is relatively unimportant
£ S a n t ^ i L 'l g Pf u ei TheSe industries may be influenced
m plant site by availability of a particular type of labor, cliS
suPportin§ services, etc. The electronics
sunnortinv q0mm0n y ref rded in ^ is category. Certainly the
netent
erY1Ce®capable of being rendered by highly comSe E a b S f
* / members was an important influence in
S s f i S mc! tL ° f
firm at Bozeman. IndusanT gSun i e e S / t ry
receive maJor attention from
Exnansion S
tofexpand industrial growth in Montana,
fufure 1 How? manufacturinS in Montana has promise for the
S i c

advmatage M ^ n a

S m

S g l f t ^ °rder t0 - ai «

^

n

^

S

g

^

be concentrated^ °f. f °Ups seeking to attract industry should
alsoTe :ealis ic anH T ^
°f manufa^urers. One must
a slow p r o ^ a S t r t ' i S r
developm^ t is
sent the case fm. a^es time>effort, and money tepreseveral

" * « « « ; ■*«. it may be
years before the site is secured, the buildings con-
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structed, machinery installed, and full production achieved.
Thus dependence on rapid expansion of a manufacturing sector
of the economy cannot be counted upon to solve today’s prob
lems tomorrow, even though there is considerable promise for
the long range future.
The trade and service sector of the economy has also grown
in the last decade. Average annual employment in the state
rose 7,600 from 1950 to 1960, an increase of 14 percent.6 This
sector of the economy has been able to assume some of the
employment released from mining and agriculture. However,
it must be pointed out that a considerable amount of the growth
in this sector, in retailing for instance, is closely tied to growth
in other sectors. There is one segment of the trade and service
sector to which this does not apply; that segment is travel and
recreation. Travel and recreation in the United States has
shown a marked increase in recent years. For example, visits
to national parks increased 86 percent from 1951 to 1959.7 Every
study or report made in recent years predicts sharp increases
in the years to come. Montana should certainly be able to cap
ture its share of this market. All states are entering into the
competitive struggle to capture this business, but Montana is
blessed with many natural features which can be important in
such a struggle.
Developmental work will be required if travel and recreation
are to be rapidly expanded in this state. The increasing prob
lem of stream and air pollution must be solved. Facilities will
have to be expanded so that no longer will there be 200 campers
crowded into an area with sanitary facilities for 35 as happened
on one occasion at Yellow Bay State Park. The state must do
something about bad roads and poorly maintained facilities.
But most important of all, the people of the state must decide
that they want the visitor, instead of merely tolerating him.
The travel and recreation industry is very largely a personal
service business; the quality of that service which attracts the
visitor is in the end directly traceable to the attiude of the
public.
•Unemployment Compensation Commission of Montana, op. cit.
’Outdoor Recreation Resources Commission, Outdoor Recreation lor
America , A Report to the President and to the Congress by the Outdoor
Recreation Resources Review Commission, January 1962, p. 213.
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The travel and recreation industry can be expanded rapidly,
compared to rates of expansion which appear feasible in the
manufacturing segment. The severe disadvantage of season
ality in the travel and recreation industry can to some extent
be alleviated by increased promotion and development of winter
sports and recreation. This industry appears to be the state’s
best hope for short-run gains, and it also has promise of a good
long-run future.
Montana has problems, as does any other state in the nation.
Some of the problems are caused by fundamental changes
taking place nationwide in basic industries. We must adapt
to these changes as rapidly as possible. At the same time the
state must attempt to diversify its economy wherever possible
y seeking to capitalize on the advantages it possesses, particu
larly with raw materials oriented industry and the travel and
recreation industry.
I am convinced that Montana has a good future and can have
an even better future if all of us work hard for it. However,
am disturbed by an attitude of unrealistic optimism and an
unwillingness to face unpleasant facts on the part of some
peop e. am disturbed by an attitude of “relax and somehow
we 11 muddle through” on the part of others. I feel it is high
time that we dedicate ourselves to a philosophy of realistic
optimism and a willingness to solve unpleasant problems by
efi° rt- • we do this>our economic future can be
much better than it will otherwise be.

Our Business Indicators
MAXINE C. JOHNSON, Assistant Director
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
School of Business Administration
Montana State University, Missoula

On the following pages, we introduce a new series of busi
ness indicators in chart form, which we hope will help our
readers to follow national and state business conditions. These
indicators replace the two-page table which appeared in the
monthly Montana Business Review. We believe that the new
charts will provide a more meaningful picture of national and
state developments.1
In selecting indicators for the Quarterly, we attem pted to
choose a limited number of statistics which would give a
comprehensive picture of business conditions in the state and
in the nation. The national series includes gross national
product, disposable personal income, industrial production,
unemployment as a percent of the labor force, wholesale prices,
and consumer prices. From the limited state data available
we selected personal income, nonagricultural employment, in
sured unemployment, average weekly hours in manufacturing
industries, and bank debits as the most useful indicators of
. Montana business conditions.
For easier interpretation, the indicators have been con
verted to index numbers with a 1957-1959 base. This means
that each month’s figure is divided by the average monthly
figure for the years 1957, 1958, and 1959, to arrive at a per
centage which expresses the current month’s relationship to
the base period. For example, nonagricultural employment in
June 1962 was 176,500; average monthly employment during
’The Bureau of Business and Economic Research will continue to com
pile most of the data which appeared in the old M ontana Business R e
view . Those Q uarterly subscribers who wish to continue receiving
the monthly table (in mimeographed form) may do so by addressing
their requests to the Bureau.
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the years 1957 through 1959 was 164,100. Stated as index
numbers for easier comparison, the June employment index
was 107 percent, or 7 percent higher than the average for
the 1957-1959 base period, which equals 100.
Except for the wholesale price index and the consumer price
index, all of our business indicators have been adjusted for
seasonal variation. Each year, regardless of business conditions,
seasonal changes in business and economic activity occur; the
pattern is more or less repetitive and is largely a result of
climate and established social customs. For example, con
struction activity reaches a high point each year during the
summer months when good weather prevails; retail sales are
highest in November and December as Christmas approaches
and gift-buying reaches its peak. In Montana, seasonal fluc
tuations based on climatic conditions are especially pro
nounced.
These seasonal fluctuations are, of course, reflected in most
monthly state and national business indicators; frequently,
they tend to obscure cyclical changes in business activity. Be
cause businessmen and business analysts are chiefly concerned
with changes having to do with the business cycle, the indexes
become more useful when they are adjusted for seasonal fluc
tuations. With the removal of the seasonal factor, business in
dicators, in the short run, reveal chiefly cyclical movements.
The national indicators in our charts are seasonally ad
justed by the agencies which prepare them. The seasonal ad
justment of the state indicators (except personal income,
w ic is prepared in adjusted form by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis) was arranged for by the Bureau of
Business and Economic Research. The method used was
ensus Method II, which takes advantage of the electronic
computer s high-speed, low-cost computations and utilizes
more refined techniques than are possible with clerical
methods.2
The seasonally-adjusted figures in our charts indicate what
T e a r c r t u b L i r desc£ bed in the National Bureau of Economic ReBVM eSS Cycle Indicat<>rs, Volume I, Contribu frev H Monr^ p t ^ °t Cu^ rent Business Conditions , edited by Geof™ Versi* Press’ 1961 (Chapter u , “Elecmputers and Business Indicators,” by Julius Shiskin).
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the approximate level of the indexes would have been if no
seasonal variation were present. For example, Montana’s nonagricultural employment index in June, unadjusted for seas
onal variation was 107.0. This was the equivalent of 102.3 on
an adjusted basis, with the seasonal influence removed. Using
seasonally-adjusted figures we can compare June employment
with all other months in the year and determine whether the
cyclical direction of business activity is upward or downward.
However, because the seasonally-adjusted series is sometimes
affected by irregular factors, it is unwise to attach too much
significance to month-to-month changes; the experience of
several months is a more meaningful guide to cyclical move
ments in the economy.
Many of our readers may be familiar with the indicators
which we have chosen. For those who are not, brief descrip
tions of each may be of interest.
Gross national product (or expenditure)8 is the most com
prehensive measure of national business activity available. It
represents the total market value of the nation’s output of
goods and services. It is “gross” in the sense that no deduc
tion is made for depreciation charges or other allowances for
durable capital goods used in the production process. In
order to avoid duplication, gross national product includes
only the value of final products, excluding intermediate
products (for use in further production) except those added
to inventory during the period covered by the estimate. Be
cause it is expressed in dollars, it reflects changes in price as
well as changes in the physical output of goods and services.
Disposable personal income4 represents personal income
minus direct personal taxes and certain other nontax pay
ments to the government. It is this disposable income which
consumers may decide to spend or save in varying proportions
and in different ways. Thus, it offers a measure of total con
sumer purchasing power.
The personal income estimates from which disposable income
is derived include current income received by persons from all
“Estimates of gross national product are prepared quarterly by the U. S.
Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
‘Disposable personal income estimates are prepared quarterly by the
U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics.
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sources—wages and salaries; other labor income (such as
“fringe benefits”) ; the net income of owners of unincorporated
businesses (including farmers and self-employed professional
personnel); net rental income, dividends, and interest re
ceived by individuals; and government and business “trans
fer payments” (income to individuals for which no services are
currently rendered, such as social security payments, unem
ployment benefits, relief, and veterans’ pensions). The taxes
subtracted from total personal income to obtain disposable
personal income include income and property taxes, estate and
gift taxes, and miscellaneous licenses and permits; nontax
payments to governments which are subtracted from total
personal income include public hospital charges, student tui
tion fees, and fines, penalties, and donations.
Both the quarterly gross national product and the dispos
able personal income estimates which appear in our charts
are seasonally adjusted at annual rates. That is, instead of
quarterly totals, the annual rate which the quarterly data
represent is given, making it possible to compare the most
recent quarterly data with the annual data for earlier years.
The industrial production index5 measures changes in the
physical volume of output in the manufacturing, mining, and
electric and gas utility industries. These industries currently
account for about 35 percent of the nation’s total production.
Approximately 200 series of data pertaining to output of the
various manufacturing, mining, and utilities industries are
weighted according to their relative importance and incorpo
rated in the index, which is regarded as one of the most sensi
tive indicators of business conditions.
Unemployment at the national level is presented in our
c arts as a percent of the total civilian labor force.6 The
civilian labor force includes all nonmilitary persons who are
emPl°yed or unemployed, according to the following
definitions: employed—(1) persons who, during the survey
wee m the month involved, were at work for pay or profit or
^ , ^ H t i dJ ^ G°^ern?r ? of the Federal Reserve System prepares the
tinnc in
° u?*10n index monthly, with allowances made for varia
tions in the number of working days per month.
hv ihL tt 1 ®mPk>yment, and unemployment estimates are prepared
by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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worked without pay for 15 hours or more on a family farm
or business or (2) persons with a job from which they were
temporarily absent because of vacation, illness, etc.; unem
ployed—(1) persons without a job who are looking for work
plus (2) the “inactive unemployed”—individuals who would
have been looking for work except that they were temporarily
ill, they expected to return to a job from which they had been
laid off, or they believed no work was available in their line
in the community. The total number of unemployed is divided
by the total civilian labor force (employed plus unemployed) to
obtain the percentage of unemployment in the labor force. The
percentages are inverted on the chart, so that a decline in the
rate of unemployment appears as an upward cyclical move
ment, or vice versa.
The wholesale price index7 is designed to show the general
rate and direction of price movements in primary markets.
The term “wholesale” refers to sales in large lots (i.e., carloads),
not to prices received by wholesalers, distributors, or jobbers.
The prices used in constructing the index represent the first
important commercial transaction for each commodity. Most
of the quotations are the selling prices of representative manu
facturers or other producers, or prices quoted on organized
exchanges or markets. The index is derived from an average
of approximately 1,900 items, weighted according to the rela
tive importance of the various commodities.
The consumer price index8 is frequently called the “cost
of living” index. We include it because of the wide interest
in it, and because no similar index is available for Montana.
The consumer price index is designed to measure the effect of
price changes on the living costs of city wage-earners and
clerical-worker families. It is based upon the cost of a “mar
ket basket” of goods and services usually purchased by this
particular population group. The CPI measures changes in
price only; it tells nothing of changes in the quality or in the
kinds and amounts of goods and services families buy, or the
total amount families spend for living, or the differences in liv7The wholesale price index is prepared by the U. S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. No seasonal adjustm ent is necessary.
‘The U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, compiles
the consumer price index. It is not adjusted for seasonal change.
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ing costs in different places. Prices of approximately 300 items
are compiled in 46 cities. In computing the city indexes, the
items for each city are weighted according to spending pat
terns previously determined for moderate income urban fam
ilies. The city indexes then are combined by population
weights to obtain the index for the United States. No Mon
tana city is included in the group, and thus the index is not
necessarily typical of price changes in Montana.
Bank debits9 form one of the most comprehensive indicators
of business activity. Debit figures include checks written
against demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and cor
porations and of state and local governments, and thus indicate
the extent to which these depositors, are using their checking
accounts. Our index includes daily average debits of banks
in 16 Montana cities: Anaconda, Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Deer
Lodge, Glasgow, Glendive, Great Falls, Harlowton, Havre,
Helena, Kalispell, Lewistown, Malta, Miles City, and Missoula.
Several qualifications should be kept in mind when using
bank debit figures. Because they are measured in dollars,
bank debits reflect changes in prices as well as changes in the
physical volume of business activity. Because they include all
business transactions from the raw materials stage to the sale
of finished products, the total debit figures are several times
as large as the value of the goods and services involved. Fur
thermore, bank debits may be influenced by transactions which
are purely financial, such as the transfer of a large account
from one bank to another, and which have nothing to do with
the volume of business activity. Although such transactions
are usually obscured in figures for a large number of banks,
any sudden and irregular increase in the bank debits index
should be studied with this in mind.
The index of nonagricultural employment10 in Montana is
based upon the number of full- and part-time wage and salary
workers employed by all nonagricultural industries in the
state, as of the pay period ending nearest the 15th of the month,
t is the most comprehensive monthly indicator of employment
available; unfortunately, data are not available on agricul
tural employment.
* ^ 1e« e^fra^ Reserve Bank of Minneapolis compiles bank debit figures
for Montana, based upon reports of member banks.
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Insured employment10 refers to unemployed persons who
are covered by state unemployment insurance programs and
who are currently drawing unemployment benefits. It is not
a complete measure of unemployment, but it is the best in
dicator of state unemployment available for Montana.
Insured unemployment figures exclude unemployment
among agricultural workers, railroad employees, domestic
workers, employees of nonprofit organizations, the self-em
ployed, most state and local government workers, and federal
government employees, since these groups are not covered by
state unemployment insurance programs.11 In those industries
covered by unemployment insurance, workers must meet cer
tain requirements as to minimum earnings in order to be
eligible for benefits. Thus unemployed new workers and parttime workers are generally excluded. Other exclusions occur
because only those workers whose unemployment is due to
economic causes are eligible to receive benefits and because
some workers remain unemployed after exhausting their in
surance benefits. Nevertheless the number of insured unem
ployed represents a substantial proportion of all experienced
unemployed workers in nonagricultural industries.
The 1961 Montana legislature made changes in the unem
ployment insurance law, effective in April 1961, increasing the
amount of earnings required for a worker to be eligible for
unemployment insurance benefits. As a result, the number
of persons ineligible for benefits increased substantially, mak
ing figures after April 1961 not strictly comparable with earlier
data. Keeping this qualification in mind, the insured unem
ployed figures represent the best available yardstick of
changes in unemployment in the state.
As in the chart on unemployment at the national level, the
index of insured unemployment in Montana is presented on an
‘“State estimates of nonagricultural employment and insured unemploy
ment are prepared by the Unemployment Compensation Commission of
Montana in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
uFederal civilian employees, ex-servicemen, and railroad workers are
covered by separate federal unemployment insurance programs, but
unemployed workers under those programs are not included in the
insured unemployment reports.
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inverted scale, so that a decline in unemployment appears as
an upward movement in the business cycle.
Average weekly hours in manufacturing industries12 reflect
cyclical changes in production in those industries. The figures
are derived by dividing the total number of hours worked by
production or nonsupervisory workers by the number of fulland part-time workers employed during the pay period ending
nearest the 15th of the month.
The Montana personal income13 series is defined in the same
terms as national personal income: current income received
by persons from all sources, including wages and salaries,
other labor income, income from unincorporated businesses,
rent, dividends, and interest received by individuals, and gov
ernment and business transfer payments. Since disposable
personal income data are not available for the state, we use
the figures on personal income before taxes. At the present
time, monthly personal income estimates from the Federal
Reserve Bank are available only for 1961 and 1962. The figures
are seasonally adjusted at annual rates, and are presented in
millions of dollars.
Each of the indexes described above is charted on the fol
lowing pages and will appear in each issue of the Montana
tmness Quarterly. On the left, annual indexes for the years
roug 961 appear, picturing the changes which occurred
during that six-year period. On the right, monthly (or quar6r ^
for 1961 an<* 1962 are charted together for pur
poses o t is year versus “last year” comparisons. It is our
ope a t ese charts, together with the semiannual busi
ness reviews and outlook articles which will appear in the
wm er an summer issues, will prove helpful to those readers
who wish to keep abreast of both national and state business
conditions.
prepared^y^p°iTnpn^af e wee^ly hours in manufacturing industries are
in cooperation with tv? °T^m?nt ^ omPensati°n Commission of Montana,
S ta tS k s
the U- S* DePa*m ent of Labor, Bureau of Latx>;
prepared^by^ th^Fec^era?0? ^ 6 estlI£ ates which we have charted are

—A=rsra-Krts?ajsfP

Some Reflections on
Personal Income Estimates
MAXINE C. JOHNSON, Assistant Director
Bureau of Business and Economic Research
School of Business Administration
Montana State University, Missoula

The Background
Montana’s personal income position has been the subject of
much public discussion and some confusion during the past
year. Part of the difficulty is caused by the existence of at
least three different series of income estimates—those prepared
by the U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Eco
nomics; Business Week magazine; and the Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis. Because they are independent estimates,
the three series frequently disagree, not only as to the amount
of income, but as to whether Montana’s total income is increas
ing or decreasing. Other problems arise from the failure to
recognize that the figures are, after all, only estimates; from
the tendency to overlook the possibility of error; and from the
failure to interpret the figures in conjunction with other
measures of business activity.
State personal income is defined as current income (includ
ing nonmonetary income) received by all residents from all
sources. It is a “before tax” measure; that is, it represents
income before deduction of income taxes and other personal
taxes, but after personal contributions for social security. State
income estimates prepared annually by the Commerce Depart
ment’s Office of Business Economics, which pioneered the
technique of estimating personal income by states, are gener
ally regarded as the most authoritative figures, particularly
in terms of year-to-year changes. For many years, the Depart
ment’s figures were the only ones available on personal income.
However, annual estimates, especially when a considerable
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time lag is involved, are of limited value in interpreting current
economic developments. Effects of the recent recession, for
instance, which began in 1960 and ended in 1961, are largely
obscured by the annual figures for those two years. Because of
this shortcoming, other institutions have recently attempted to
devise methods of satisfactorily estimating total state income
on a monthly basis, with a relatively brief time lag. Monthly
estimates for Montana are prepared by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis and Business Week magazine.1 The two
series are not wholly comparable: they measure the same thing
in two different ways, in that monthly figures of the Federal
Reserve Bank are adjusted for seasonal variation and Business
Week’s estimates are not.
Providing reliable monthly estimates by states for so com
prehensive a concept as personal income is very difficult,
particularly for a state with a population so small as Montana’s.
The likelihood of substantial error is much greater for small
population states than for large ones and for statistics computed
monthly as compared to annual estimates. Monthly income
estimates frequently must be prepared with only limited data
as a basis for estimating, and the figures are often revised at
the end of the year when more information becomes available,
or after the Commerce Department’s annual estimates have
been released. For these reasons, both monthly series for
Montana should be regarded with caution.
The Department of Commerce, on the other hand, has the
advantage of a large amount of basic data available at the end
of the year for use in preparing its annual estimates.2 Because
of this, the Department’s figures must be considered as the
most authoritative data available. They are not in any sense
precise or exact measurements, but if we accept the whole
complex of official national income statistics, including gross
e1d£ral Res^ y e ? ank also prepares estimates for the other Ninth
, raD eserveD istrict states of North and South Dakota and Minneof Columbia ^ W eek makes estimates for all fifty states and the District
*rom unemployment insurance reports; infordencte
I? teTrTnal Revenue Service on income from rents, diviinoomp- f * ei*est, U. S. Department of Agriculture estimates of farm
income, federal government disbursement data, etc.
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national product, national income, and national personal in
come, as generally reliable indicators of national economic ac
tivity, then the state income figures, which represent a break
down of national data, presumably are also satisfactory for
measuring economic change at the state level.
The year 1961 provided a good example of the inadvisability
of placing too much emphasis on monthly income estimates.
Recently released figures of the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Office of Business Economics indicate that Montana’s total
personal income in 1961 was 2 percent lower than in I960.3 Yet
each month throughout 1961 Business Week, which has an
excellent over-all record for estimating state incomes,4 reported
increases in Montana’s personal income as compared to the
same month in 1960. Total income for 1961 was estimated by
Business Week to be 6 percent above 1960. Although a number
of state analysts expressed reservations about the monthly
Business Week estimates, in view of the severe drought in
eastern Montana and the failure of nonagricultural employment
to show much increase, the figures were widely publicized and
tended to create a misleading impression as to Montana s eco
nomic position during the year.
The Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis has recently re
vised its monthly income estimates, making them non-compara
ble with its earlier, unrevised estimates for 1959 and 1960. Both
the 1961 and earlier figures of the Bank have varied consider
ably from Department of Commerce estimates; they have gen
erally indicated higher incomes and faster rates of growth than
the federal data. However, the rate of change as estimated by
the Bank has been closer to that computed by the Commerce
Department than the figures prepared by Business Week. Be
cause estimates of the actual amount of state income are only
Prelim inary estimates released in April reported Montana’s 1961 income
to be the same as 1960. Revised figures released in the August 1962
Survey of Current Business show a 2 percent decline.
'Of Business Week’s estimates of total personal income in 1961 for 50
states and the District of Columbia, 35 annual state figures (over twothirds of the total) were within 2 percent of the Department of Com
merce estimates and 47 were within 5 percent. Only the estimates for
four states—Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, and Michigan—differed
more than 5 percent from the Commerce Department figures. In the
case of Montana, the difference amounted to 8 percent.
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approximations, and since we are more interested in whether
Montana’s total personal income is increasing or declining than
we are in whether it amounted to $1,423 million in 1961 (as
reported by the Federal Reserve Bank) or $1,339 million (as
reported by the Department of Commerce), it is accuracy with
respect to rate of change which concerns us more.
For this reason, we have chosen to use the Federal Reserve
Bank’s monthly estimates of personal income for 1961 and
1962 as one of our indicators of state business activity. (See
pages 29 to 36). We use them, however, in conjunction with
several other indicators and in the hope that our readers will
recognize them as estimates and interpret them with caution.

What the 1961 Department of Com merce
Estimates Show
Concern about the growth—or lack of growth—in Montana’s
personal income, and in the state’s economy, is responsible, of
course, for the large amount of interest in the various income
estimates. Let us look more closely at what the Department
of Commerce estimates reveal about the performance of the
Montana economy in 1961.
Whereas for most states, the greater part of 1961 was a period
of recovery from the recession which began in 1960, for Montana
a year of drought caused agricultural income in 1961 to drop
percent below 1960, and total personal income for the state
declined 2 percent. Increases of 9 percent in federal, state, and
local government disbursements to individuals (chiefly wages
and salaries, interest payments, social security benefits, unemp oyment insurance, veterans’ pensions, and payments under
various welfare programs) and an increase of 2 percent in
private nonfarm income helped to offset the loss in farm in
come. The growth of private nonfarm income in the state, of
course, was limited by the decline in agricultural income and
purchasing power.
While Montana’s income was decreasing slightly, personal
income m the United States as a whole was recording a 4 pereent gam Weather conditions in 1961 were more favorable in
other parts of the country than in Montana, and national farm
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income increased 7 percent. The impact of the recession on
durable goods manufacturing, relatively unimportant in Mon
tana, had a depressing effect on the growth of total U. S.
private nonfarm income; it increased only 2 percent, the
same as in Montana. Total government income disbursements
were up 9 percent in both the state and the nation, although
in Montana, the percentage increase in federal government
disbursements was a little larger, and the relative growth in
state and local expenditures considerably less, than in the fifty
states combined.
The important role that government plays in the economy
of Montana is worthy of special note. In 1961, combined income
disbursements of all levels of government—federal, state, and
local—amounted to $332 million or 25 percent of total personal
income in the state. In 1960 they amounted to 22 percent of
total income. Comparable figures for the United States were 20

TABLE 1
CHANGES IN TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME, BY BROAD
INDUSTRIAL SOURCES, AND IN PER CAPITA INCOME,
MONTANA AND THE UNITED STATES, 1960-1961
U. S.
Montana
%
%
Change Change
1960-61 1960-61
1961
1960
Item
(millions of dollars)
4
1 2
1,339
1,362
Total personal incom e____
112
7
-38
181
Farm income1 .................
Government income
9
9
332
305
disbursements* ........—.
9
206
10
187
Federal ......... .......... ....
9
6
126
119
State and local ...........
2
2
895
877
Private nonfarm income*
(dollars)
2
- 2
1,963
2,009
Per capita incom e..............
‘Net income of farm proprietors, farm wages, and farm “other” labor
income, less personal contributions under the social security program.
^Income disbursed directly to persons by the federal, state, and local gov
ernments; includes wages and salaries (less employee contributions for
social insurance), other labor income, interest, and transfer payments.
*Equals total personal income less farm income and government income
disbursements.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
Survey of Current Business, August 1962.
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percent in 1961 and 19 percent in 1960. Government payments
to farmers and ranchers under the various agricultural pro
grams, of considerable importance in Montana, are classified as
farm income and are not included in government disbursements.
Greater detail as to year-to-year changes in personal income
is provided by the Commerce Department through the division
of total income into five major components: wages and salaries
(broken down by major industry groups), other labor income
(consisting of private pension and insurance plan payments,
pay of military reservists, etc.), proprietors’ income (income
of owners of unincorporated businesses and other self-employed
persons), property income (rent, dividends, and interest re
ceived by individuals), and transfer payments (payments to
persons by government and business for which no services are
rendered currently, i.e., old-age benefits).
The decline m agricultural income is reflected in total propnetors income, where a very sharp drop (24 percent) occurre . or farm proprietors alone, the decline amounted to
d percent; income of nonfarm proprietors is estimated at 2
percent below I960. All other major income components
showed at least some increase: transfer payments were up 8
percent; property income, 4 percent; and total wages and
jjlf* 4
WUhin the wa§es ^ d salaries division,
ages paid to farm workers were down 10 percent, while total
onfarm wage and salary disbursements increased 4 percent.
fesult of
tW° 'thirds of the nonfarm increase was the
to the S P
PeT nt exPansion in wages and salaries paid
emDlovIeTmM
°f federa1’ State>and local government
ices fun 6
°S
remaining expansion occurred in serves (up 6 percent), contract construction (up 5 percent) and
S t o l es lne ^
trade (UP 2 PCrCent>- o L r m a j ^ L u s
m L t s X w n T transP°rtation- where wage and salary payJ f de! mf d 4 Percent-showed little or no change
combined income11^ *ri Montana’s total personal income (the
sid erab ted isad v lf *
residents> P^ced the state at a conparisons with the X t “o f th e T a t °r PeTrperSOn income comMontana n
•
1 the natlon- Llke total income in
the total poDulatf a 1^come (total personal income divided by
total population) declined 2 percent beween 1960 and 1961
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TABLE 2
PERSONAL INCOME BY MAJOR SOURCES,
MONTANA, 1960 AND 1961
(millions of dollars)
%
1961
1960
Item
1,339
1,362
Total personal income ...........
818
788
Wages and salaries, total ........ —
28
31
F a r m _______________________
788
757
N o n farm ____________________
579
568
Private n o n fa rm ---------- ----38
38
M in in g _________________
63
60
Contract construction ..........
106
105
Manufacturing __________
161
157
Wholesale & retail tr a d e ......
Finance, insurance, &
30
29
real e s t a t e ____________
77
80
Transportation --------- -----Communication & public
31
30
utilities ........................ .....
73
69
Services ________________
209
189
Government ______________
33
32
Other labor income1 ........................
212
280
Proprietors* income*____________
86
152
F a r m ______________________
126
128
Nonfarm __ _________________
188
181
Property income* ............................
121
112
Transfer payments4 ........................
Less personal contributions
33
31
for social security................ ..... .
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Change
- 2
4
-10
4
2
0
5
*
2
*
- 4
•
6
11
*
-24
-43
- 2
4
8
6

^Changes of $1 million are not significant, due to rounding of the figures.
‘Employer contributions under private pension and welfare funds, com
pensation for injuries, pay for military reservists, and other minor items.
“Income from unincorporated businesses and professional services.
“Rental income, dividends, and personal interest income.
‘Social security payments, military pensions, relief payments, corporate
• gifts to nonprofit institutions, consumer bad debts, etc.
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics,
Survey of Current Business, August 1962.

Nationally, 1961 per capita income was 2 percent higher than
in 1960. Actually, of course, most of the decline in Montana
was borne by a small segment of the population—the state’s
rural residents, especially those engaged in dryland crop pro
duction.
The dollar income estimates for 1961 are $2,263 per person in
the United States and $1,963 in Montana. Although Montana’s
per capita income has been below the national since 1956, this
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discrepancy is larger than usual; the difference should be
reduced in 1962 with improved conditions in agriculture and
most other state industries. However, even if we rule out 1961
as an “abnormal” year in Montana, recent per capita income
growth in the state compares quite unfavorably with the na
tional record. Between 1956 and 1960, per capita income in
creased 12 percent in the United States versus 6 percent in
Montana. (From 1956 to 1961 comparable figures are 14 percent
for the nation and 3 percent for Montana.) This means that
since 1956 incomes in the state not only have fallen behind the
national levels, but they have failed to keep pace with increases
in the cost of living, as measured by the national consumer
price index.5
From the remarks above and the supporting data presented
in Tables 1 and 2, two very definite, although not very sur
prising, conclusions can be drawn. First, Montana’s personal
income is continuing to expand at a slower rate than in the
nation as a whole, although the failure to keep pace in 1961 was
due to a poor agricultural year. While agriculture has declined
in relative importance in Montana, a year like 1961 provides a
sharp reminder that it can still exert a strong influence on
economic events in the state. Second, it is strikingly clear that
government activity in the state is becoming increasingly im
portant and that increases in government income disburse
ments (federal, state, and local) played a major role in prevent
ing a sharper decline in income in 1961. In addition to increases
in direct government disbursements, much of the growth in
t e construction industry in 1961 was due to federal projects.
What the Department of Commerce 1961 income estimates
s ow, then, is really nothing new. They merely reemphasize
ontana s predicament as a state still susceptible to wide
uctuations in agricultural income, heavily dependent upon
government activity, and with an over-all rate of growth which
m recent years has fallen far behind the national rate. It is
important that Montanans recognize these characteristics of
e s a e s economy, for by recognizing our problems we have
aken a preliminary step toward their eventual solution.
anTtetween^Te^nd6^ ^ ? O p e r a n t .^

inCreased 9 Percen1

The Dilemma of the American
Economic Conservative
RICHARD E. SHANNON
Associate Professor of Economics
Montana State University, Missoula

Today’s conservative is being forced into double-vision—
and no wonder! Given so complex a problem as economics,
complicate it with emotional barrages from all sides, and try
to cure it with prescription-ground glasses that don’t fit, and
a split in vision is almost inevitable. On the one hand, the
conservative sincerely believes in the principles of individual
initiative, private enterprise, and “the less government the
better.” On the other hand, he is faced with economic facts
like the cost of wars, an affluent society, and an exploding
population, and the unalterable fact that, admirable as individ
ual initiative is, one man cannot build a missile, a highway, or
even the school house in which his children are to be educated.
As a devoted conservative, he feels his principles strongly,
but as a practicing free enterpriser he is probably too busy to
read long dull economic treatises which would give him reli
able facts; and so he depends on newspaper and magazine
articles published for their scare value. In addition, as an
individualist, he is reluctant to let an economist, however
expert in his field, help him with his confusion—even though
he can accept the complexity of his human body and is perfectly
willing to accept a doctor’s advice about so mysterious an
occurrence as different vision from each eye.
This article, then is an attempt to be briefly diagnostic about
some of the reasons for the split between a true conservative’s
principles and some of the hard facts of economic life in the
United States today. It does not provide answers (or corrective
glasses) because coming to a conclusion after examining facts
is an individual responsibility, and one which truly belongs to
today’s conservative.
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In discussing or considering the double vision of American
economic conservatism, three main areas deserve special con
sideration and special analysis. These are freedom in eco
nomic affairs, economic growth and inflation, and the role of
government in the*American economy. Let us look at each of
these in turn, analyzing the problems that are involved from
the point of view of economic analysis, applying the values of
the conservative in order to discover why the conservative has
difficulty reconciling the reality of the situation and the as
sumptions on which he bases his own beliefs.

Freedom in Economic Affairs
Freedom in economic affairs, or economic freedom as it is
frequently spoken of, is very difficult to define. Basically,
when we are talking about economic freedom we are talking
about a system of property rights, which are judicially deter
mined under our constitutions, federal as well as state. For
the purposes of this analysis, we will skip over such “freedoms”
as equal opportunity and equal educational opportunity which
are mentioned later.
Another aspect, and one much more important to conservatives, is the freedom to engage in any business of our own
choice in any area in our society, unrestricted by government
ru e and regulation as much as possible. But even here we find
many limitations on this absolute freedom, limitations which
we consider to be justified and desirable. Not even a violent
conservative objects to limitations on counterfeiting, dope ped
dling or the sale of alcoholic beverages for instance. We vol“ “ ^ limit our economic freedom when we deny anyone’s
rig to ocate a slaughter house next to a church. In the areas
of commercial banking, savings banking, building and loans,
an insurance, we consider it essential to have governmental
regulation, governmental control.
We also as a society, and as conservatives within that society,
Ve ! ° untarily restricted our economic freedom through de1 era e government planning in many other areas. Two of
who6 are eXtrT ely *mPortant because they are situations
ere we, m order to accomplish other objectives, have delib-
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erately violated contract rights. In child labor laws we have
restricted the economic freedom of a minor to sell the services
of his labor at a price which he considers to be adequate; and
we have restricted women’s contractual rights much more rig
orously than we have the contractual rights of men. In fixing
zoning restrictions of residential construction, industrial loca
tion, and commercial activity, we have been willing to support
and extend the whole area of restrictions relative to an individ
ual’s right to engage in and enter a business. To most conser
vatives these and other similar restrictions are proper restric
tions of economic freedom. But the big question is where does
it all stop? At what point do we have too much government
regulation of our economic freedom and lose that freedom once
and for all?

Economic Growth and Inflation
Nowhere is our double vision as conservatives more apparent
than in the second area, the area of economic growth and
inflation. First of all, there is a major conservative point of
view with respect to economic growth, which can be stated
relatively simply *. the amount of economic growth that is
desirable in a society is that amount which can take place
freely, through private investment, which is limited by the
supply of private savings. The amount of growth, then, is
limited to what free people, freely allocating their own incomes,
indicate when they provide the investments on which that
growth is based. However, in direct conflict with this point of
view there is a second point of view held by many conserva
tives (and conservatives frequently hold both points of view
at the same time), that economic growth must be high enough
to provide in our society a great many things. First of all, it
is essential that the American economy grow fast enough so
that we can add enough jobs annually to provide for the expan
sion of the labor force that comes from graduations from high
schools and from colleges, without displacing older workers
who intend and desire to continue work until they wish to
retire. Providing enough employment opportunities in the
American economy today requires a tremendous net addition
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of capital annually, as the amount of capital needed per worker
increases over a period of time. Secondly, we are living in a
fast changing industrial society, one in which automation is
substituting for direct labor especially at the clerical level.
Automation poses many problems for us in the American
economy; but, in particular, conservatives must recognize that
automation requires extremely heavy capital investment to
provide for relatively rapid rates of economic growth. In order
for us to have enough new employment opportunities for the
additions to the labor force and for those people who are dis
placed as a result of automation, an extremely high level of
private investment is required and this high level may greatly
exceed the level of investment which can be provided by the
private savings of private households acting freely on the basis
of their own will and wishes. And to add to the conservative’s
confusion with respect to American economic growth is the fact
that we face a very severe competition with the Russian economy in terms of the rest of the world. We seek world leader
ship; yet we find ourselves in very serious difficulty. When
Russia’s rate of economic growth on a sustained basis (based
on research done by conservatives in our own society) exceeds
ours year after year; when her performance in outer space
prece es our own, we are made aware of the vital role economic
growth plays in achieving our own objectives. The conservalve is aced with the incompatibility between the conservative
™
\ economy should grow at a “free” rate according
o e eve of private savings freely invested as opposed to the
qua y compelling necessity that the minimally acceptable rate
of growth requires a still higher level of investment. Faced
T Qi!UCh a dllemma it becomes ever more difficult to defend
mflrW °CV ° n- ° scarce investment funds through the free
DmmntnW T T * .e^ ma^ ^e lo c a te d primarily to areas that
promote softer living as opposed to growth in the basic econInflati nrj0n *S a^ ° ^ er area which is apt to baffle conservatives.

iures un v' *** T VGry em°ti°nal word; a word which conmust non ' S T
3_kall°on being inflated which eventually
and economip1 T T ^
history of civilizations and cultures
and economies should not lead us to suspect that the American
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economy will now, or even at some future day, explode. What
we mean by inflation is that it now costs more to buy things
than it did at some prior time. Unfortunately, one of the prob
lems we encounter here is measuring inflation. We think in
terms of a consumer price index or a wholesale price index as
an adequate measure of inflation over time. This is quite a
useful device when we are measuring only price changes (that
is, when we look at the relationship of the dollar to a market
basket of goods) over short periods of time: when we are com
paring the cost of living in 1962 with 1960, or 1958, or, perhaps,
1955. But when we try to make comparisons over a longer
period (i.e., 1930-1962), we find ourselves in trouble because of
what we call the index number problem: the lack of compara
bility of the quality as well as the kind of goods that are
available in the two different time periods. Back in 1930 we
had virtually none of the following: plastics, television, cello
phane, nylon, orIon, synthetic rubbers, V-8 engines, jets. Of
course, in measuring the price level today we need to include
the prices of these items because they are of great current
importance in our budgets. But by including them we exclude
the possibility of making accurate comparisons to a price level
in an earlier time period when such items did not exist. One
cannot meaningfully compare automobiles in one time period
to horses and buggies in a previous time period as a measure
of price changes for automobiles.
Another charge conservatives level at the inflation problem
is that our savings have been eroded. This erosion of savings
means in conservatives’ terms that sums we have saved and
conservatively invested at one point in time are “worth less”
at a later time. Let’s examine the evidence. For example, for
a $1,000 savings bond bought in 1948 for $750, we would
receive $1,000 in 1958. In 1958 this $1,000 would purchase 10
percent more than our 1948 savings of $750, or $825 worth of
goods at 1948 prices. We had hoped to make, on the basis of
the 1948 price level, $250 rather than $75 over the course of
ten years, and to be able to buy one-third more. But while we
had hoped to be able to purchase substantially more, we should
recognize that our savings did not melt away; our savings were
not eroded. What did occur was that the rate of return from
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our capital asset ($750) was not as high as we expected it to be.
But remember, the government as a conservative sees it does
not “owe us a living.” It does not owe anyone in real terms—
in purchasing power—a guaranteed annual return.
Because inflation is a word with emotional overtones often
used and misused by public leaders let us look at it historically
in terms of rates of changes in price levels. Perhaps by so
doing we can achieve a better understanding of what it can
mean as a problem for us today.
Many people refer to that period between 1897 and 1913 as
economically the glorious golden age in America’s historical
past because it was a period of very high prosperity in the
United States, a period of very rapid economic growth, and a
period of expansion for the nation. But as a matter of economic
act, between those years 1897 and 1913, the wholesale price
evel increased 2.5 percent per year, cumulatively and com
pounded. Contrast with that, if you will, the period of rapid
™ atlon foUowinS World War II, when, for example, between
. ®and 1959 the wholesale price index increased one and oneeighth percent compounded per year, which is less than onei ftQ7 the ,rate of increase in the wholesale price level between
897 and 1913. Today we consider this one and one-eighth
percent rate of inflation to be alarming and undesirable, and
We l0°k back to the S°od old days, the preln?r
ar days>when the rate of inflation was more than
100 percent higher, as proper!
Inflation, as a matter of fact, in recent experience, has been a
major problem for us in the American economy only during
and immediately following World War II. Either we could
com nw 8

? ° ,Ugu taX6S during World War 11 to pay for the
COf of tha war<or we could pay for the cost of the
and fhp m 6rms 0 E la te d price levels. We chose the latter,
no? to L
i°u We dld’ 1 think’ is primarily because we chose
w a v to t l
^ conscription. That is, we had to figure out a
Idaho o f tn*R°Ple t0 IS°Ve from Montana out to Sand Point,
work in th .
6attle’ °r t0 °ther war-related areas to
to mo^e
f, °rt; The technique we chose to get them
much h i Z f
Wage differentials and make wages
much higher m those areas where we needed labor. That is
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we chose to use the price level of wages as the incentive to get
people to move. But, we could not tax away the new gains that
people made so that they would be only as well-off as they had
been before, or our efforts to get them to move would not have
been fruitful. Therefore, it was primarily to avoid labor con
scription that we chose to face the problem of inflation follow
ing World War II. In general, conservatives as well as others
accepted post-war inflation as a preferable alternative to labor
conscription.
If we take the period of the beginning of World War II to
the present time, i.e., from 1939 to 1961, we find that the whole
sale price index has increased by approximately 4 percent per
year, a relatively high level. However, if we go back and take
the period from a boom year like 1929 to the present, we find
that the wholesale price index from 1929 to the present has
increased by only 2 percent per year. Similarly, if we take a
much shorter period of time—1950 to the present—we find that
the price level, the wholesale price level, has increased by only
one and one-fourth percent per year. Whether inflation, you
see, is a national problem depends on our values and how we ex
amine it. Remember that the “golden age” between 1897 and
1913, a period of high prosperity, rapid economic growth, of
great national expansion of our society, was made more glitter
ing as the wholesale price index increased by 2Vz percent a year.
Today, with rates of inflation of less than half that amount we
are terribly concerned with the price stability of our economy;
and we talk a great deal about the bugaboo of the erosion of
•our savings, of the spectre of monetary destruction and the
bankruptcy of the federal government. Surely this is an area
in which our double vision is peculiarly acute. Our rate of
inflation today looks menacingly high to many conservatives;
whereas rates twice as high were a vital aspect of our “golden
age.”
Furthermore, if conservatives really decide we must further
stabilize the wholesale price level, we need to recognize the
costs of accomplishing such an objective. To completely pre
vent upward movements in the wholesale price level would
involve a great many direct controls in our society. But we
also recognize that it is essential to have freedom of price
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movements so that relative prices can provide us with the free
market’s rationing device: allocating goods and services
through the price mechanism in response to changes in con
sumer preference. In order to stabilize the wholesale price level
we would have to have direct controls over consumer credit
and we will have to have some kind of an automatic or semi
automatic system (by executive decree?) of adjusting tax rates
especially in the low income groups, so that we can prevent any
upward movement in the price level by cutting off mass pur
chasing power at source when needed very, very quickly. We
would also have to have taxes on all types of inflationary in
vestments (any kind of investment that leads to an increase in
the price level, any type of investment activity that has higher
costs as a result of some type of bottleneck activity in the sup
plying industry of those investment goods). We will have to
allow government to play a much firmer role, a much more
important role in collective bargaining and in wage agreements
generally within our society. These are merely a few of the
social reforms that conservatives must be willing to defend if
they really want to prevent inflation fully.
There is one more point to consider with respect to the
problem of inflation. We must be aware that inflation can be
measured in many ways. We have been discussing it in terms
of the wholesale price index, but this ignored the whole prob
lem of the prices of services within our society. As a society
grows and develops it first is most concerned with what we call
primary production, i.e., agriculture, mining, lumbering, and
similar activities. Later, as the society develops and becomes
more and more wealthy, there is greater and greater reliance
on manufacturing; and, finally, as a society becomes even more
affluent, as the United States is today, there is a greater em
phasis on the service industries: finance, utilities, medical care,
personal care, education. High standards of living create de
mands for a great many services: barber shops, beauty parlors,
hospitals, banking and insurance, varied means of transporta
tion, etc. In a discussion of inflation which included services,
we would have needed to analyze inflation in terms of a con
sumer price index. One of the difficulties with doing so, how
ever, is that consumers’ needs and desires change drastically as
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income levels change. Secondly, we would not be able to make
comparisons over any sustained period of time since our con
sumer price index does not go back nearly as far as does our
wholesale price index. And, also, the quality, quantity and
“kinds” of services have changed even more than have manu
factured products and the various items included in the whole
sale price index. When we measure inflation in terms of a
consumer price index, then we must recognize that prices have
advanced the most in the last ten years in the areas of housing,
transportation, medical care, and personal care. The other
major components of the consumer price index have not in
creased nearly as much. Conservatives need to recognize that
much of today’s talk about inflation is in terms of the consumer
price index, not the wholesale price index. If we are indeed
serious about having complete stability in the consumer price
index, we need to recognize exactly what this involves in terms
of government regulation and control. If we are going to
prevent prices from going up on the basis of, say, monetary
policy, i.e., maintain the consumer price index at some fixed
level by means of controlling the supply of money, then we are
going to have to allow some prices to fall, those in the com
petitive markets, if others are allowed to increase. In making
such a choice we need to recognize that in a consumer price
index the portion of that index which has been increasing most
rapidly has been those areas subject to government regulation
or private control in some way. These include, of course, such
things as public transportation and medical care. If we allow
these components of our price index to increase the way they
have increased in the past few years, then those prices which
are in much more competitive markets must fall if the index
as a whole is to remain stable. This includes such things as
apparel and food items in the consumer price index. Our
alternative to this (which may, or may not, be an effective
alternative) is to recognize that those areas which have had the
greatest price increases since World War II are in the area of
services. In order to have price stability are we going to have
to find some way for the government to regulate price increases
in these areas? Remember that the increase in medical care
cost in the consumer price index is in a sense over-stated since
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the tremendous increase in the quality of medical service makes
it difficult to say that the actual cost of medical care has
increased nearly as drastically as would be indicated by the
index. This points out the real problem of measuring inflation,
the problem which we refer to as the index number problem in
measuring inflation through a consumer price index or a whole
sale price index and shows how difficult it is for anyone, con
servative or otherwise, to make pronouncements on inflation
in terms of principle—or tradition.

The Role of Government in the Economy
The third area we want to consider is that of the role of
government in the American economy. Our discussion of infla
tion and economic growth leads us directly into the question of
government expenditures at all levels. First of all, let us look
at the federal budget and federal expenditures. At the present
time we are spending approximately $93 billion through the
federal government for what we call the administrative govemment budget. This $93 billion includes approximately $53
billion of direct expenditure for national defense, but this does
not include all of our expenditure for past wars. Veterans
services and benefits run us approximately $5.3 billion a year,
and interest on the national debt, a debt which was accumulated
primarily during war time because we did not care to pay for
the war while it was going on, costs over $9 billion. We are
also spending some $5 or $6 billion additional money annually
for our space program and space research and for foreign alli
ances we hope may prevent war.
ac^ ^ on
^ ese
billion we are spending approxima e y $6 billion a year on our agricultural programs, difficult
to alter as a result of political forces within our society. (And
conservatives need to recognize that we have not offered solu
tions to this problem on an effective basis through our conservative repre^nt^ives in the Congress of the United States.)
n a dition to the $6 billion for agriculture, nearly $5 billion a
year is spent on health and welfare expenditures. This leaves
a balance of about $9 billion a year for all other purposes:
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approximately $2 billion for general government, i.e.9 for the
executive department, the legislative department, the courts,
and similar general government functions of the federal level;
the remainder goes for natural resources development, for
commerce, and for transportation facilities, for housing, and for
community redevelopment projects in the American economy.
Naturally conservatives are concerned with the growth of
governmental expenditures over time. If we go back a mere
70 years, for example, total federal spending in the United
States was less than half a billion dollars a year, and it was not
for another 27 years until 1917 that federal spending finally
reached the $1 billion level. By the 1930’s, federal expenditures
were still less than $5 billion dollars and it was not until we
got close to World War II that total federal spending passed the
$10 billion mark. Today we are fast approaching the point
where general governmental expenditures at the federal level
in the administrative budget will exceed $100 billion.
Why have federal governmental expenditures in the United
States increased by nearly 200 times in the last seventy years?
The main reason is war: past, present, and future. Not only do
we have the direct costs of war (and the direct costs of World
War II, for example, were approximately equal to total federal
government expenditures from 1789 until World War II) but
we also have the debt cost, the costs of servicing the debt that
we acquired during the war. Veterans’ benefits are not large in
any particular year but they go on and on and on; their total
cost may exceed the direct costs of World War II by a very
important amount. Another major item of expenditure in this
post-World War II period has been our costs in terms of inter
national affairs like the Greek-Turkish aid of 1947, the Marshall
Plan, our aid through the United Nations and through our own
aid programs since 1952, and expenditures in terms of military
aid and assistance to our allies abroad. Our tremendous current
expenditures in the field of space and space technology, besides
the more than $10 billion in expenditures in the field of atomic
energy research alone, are fantastically expensive but does
today s conservative advocate our cutting them down?
A second major reason for the growth in federal government
expenditures since 1890 has been the dramatic growth in the
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population of the United States. Our population today is 150
percent larger than it was in 1890. With an increase in popula
tion comes an increase in governmental expenditures to pro
vide the same level of services; and, of course, the level of
services has been expanded.
A third reason has been the development of so many modern
instruments and types of transportation. For example, the
development of the automobile forces the government to pro
vide highways, streets, and similar facilities which represent
such a substantial portion of governmental expenditures today
in our society. The development of the airplane necessitates
airports and communication systems, guidance and control sys
tems, and many other items. Many other products developed
in the private enterprise economy have brought forth a need
and demand for extensive and extremely large expenditures of
public moneys for public purposes so that the private products
could be sold on a profitable basis. Surely it would be difficult
to locate conservatives who would argue against government’s
historic role of promoter of such new private enterprises in our
economic development.
Business fluctuations (a product of a “free economy”), par
ticularly the great depression in the 1930’s, have drawn govern
ment into the field of welfare expenditures to help those people
who, through no fault of their own, found themselves in a situ
ation of economic disaster. Obviously, people in the United
States like to have welfare programs to take care of the needy,
the indigent, and those who are unable to take care of them
selves, so that on a private basis we can ignore them.
One other major factor that helps account for the increase in
government expenditures has been rising price levels. Price
levels today are substantially higher than they were in 1890,
no matter how we measure them, and price levels increase all
the time; thus the quantity and quality of products which the
government purchases today are on a much higher level than
they were 30 years or 60 or 80 years ago.
Another factor explaining the growth of government ex
penditures has been the success of so many special interest
groups in our society who clamor to Congress for special aid
and attention: subsidies in the field of mining, in the field of
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transportation, in the form of agricultural payments and agri
cultural programs, in ship building, and many other areas. It is
difficult indeed to find a group that does not plead with Con
gress in its own behalf for special aid and assistance in the
American economy today, and a Congress dependent on votes
every two years is especially vulnerable to these demands.
And last, there has been a tremendous improvement in the
quality, and an increase in the demand for, government serv
ices in the last 70 years. This has affected state and local as
well as federal expenditures. Today well over 30 percent of
all the students who graduate from high school are going on to
college, whereas high school graduates in 1890 were rare
creatures. Tremendous demand for improved streets; for big
ger and better and faster limited access highways, for bigger,
cleaner prisons designed to rehabilitate people rather than
merely punish them and degrade them; and, lately for services
in the field of mental health (the maiden aunt who was kept
locked on the third floor of the old homestead now must be
housed at public expense because we no longer build a third
floor for her benefit), have all boosted government expendi
tures. Which of these service areas would the conservative
advocate stripping from government’s functions as a means of
reducing over-all governmental expenditures?
Let us also examine where the federal government gets its
funds. The table of federal budget receipts shows that the
ederal government at the present time receives slightly more
than half of its income from one source: the individual income
tax levied under the 16th amendment which was adopted in
the good old days prior to World War I under the Taft adminis
tration. Individual income taxes place an onerous burden on
persona1 taxable income in the United States, but actually most
of the income received by the households of America is not
taxable; that is, the total amount of exempt income and deductibie income almost equals the amount of taxable income in
the households. The second major source of federal revenue is
corporation mcome taxes which represent today slightly more
than 25 percent of all federal revenues. These two sources,
individual income taxes and corporation income taxes, account
for about three-fourths of all federal budget receipts. They
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are equal approximately to the total costs of war—past, present,
and future. If we were to abolish these sources of taxes at the
federal level, we would either have the alternatives of not
paying for the cost of national defense, or of finding a major tax
substitute. One of the tax substitutes frequently suggested is
a national sales tax. At the present time we would have to
have a sales tax on all consumption goods purchased in the
United States of approximately 19 percent, i.e., about 20 cents
on each dollar, in order for us to raise as much money as we
currently raise from the individual income tax. If we were to
keep the present individual income tax exemptions, abolish
merely the corporate income tax so as not to have what is
frequently called double taxation, and then raise the same
amount from a proportional income tax, the average income
tax rate would have to be approximately 50 percent. Now this
causes conservatives a great deal of difficulty because many of
us would like to abolish income taxation as being an instrument
of the devil, that destroys incentives, but at the same time we
would like to reduce the public debt and increase our military
preparedness.
Since 1946, you will notice from Table 1, federal taxes have
increased by roughly only 125 percent while during the same
period of time, state and local taxes have increased by about
300 percent (Table 2). State and local governments combined
primarily get their taxes from only a few sources. The biggest
single source of revenues at the state and local level is property
taxation. Property taxation over the course of the last 15 years
has increased more than three times, from about $5 billion a
year to substantially over $16 billion a year. In the last six
years alone there has been approximately a 60 percent increase
in property taxation at state and local levels all through the
United States, a rise which should jolt the public consciousness.
The second major source of state and local finance is sales
and gross receipts taxes. This includes sales taxes on consump
tion commodities like gasoline, tobacco, and alcoholic bever
ages. In the last 15 years this type of taxation has also in
creased by nearly 300 percent, an increase from about $3 billion
a year to $12 billion a year at the present time. Individual
income taxes levied by state and local governments have in-
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creased similarly by about six times, or from less than one-half
billion to approximately $2% billion today. Corporate income
taxes by state and local governments have increased by over a
hundred percent. All other revenues at the state and local
level, revenues from local governmental businesses, such as city
electric companies, light companies, revenues from liquor store
operation, from insurance trust activities at the local level and
from publicly-owned utilities have similarly increased from
around $2Vz billion to almost $12 billion, a four-fold increase.
But the most dramatic increase in revenues at the state and
local level has been revenue from the federal government to
state and local governments. This has increased by more than
8 times, from much less than a billion dollars a year to almost
$7 billion a year today.
But the thing we must recognize here is this: local govern
mental expenditures have increased in percentage terms in the
recent past by much more than have federal expenditures.
Back in 1927 we were spending only $2 billion a year on educa
tion; as a matter of fact, as late as 1946 we were spending only
$3.4 billion on education. Today our expenditures for educa
tion will soon top $20 billion a year. Back at the end of World
War II, and prior to that time, our expenditures at the state and
local level for highways had never exceeded $2 billion per year.
Today our expenditures for highways amount to about $9%
billion. Public welfare expenditures, the third major spending
category at the state and local level, have increased by more
than three times since the end of World War II. All other
expnditures at the state and local levels have increased since
1946 by approximately four times. These “all other” expendi
tures include expenditures for health, hospitals, police, local
fire protection, natural resources, sanitation, housing and com
munity redevelopment, local recreation, general control, and
interest on state and local debt.
Conservatives are terribly concerned about the burden of
property taxation. We need to recognize that property taxa
tion is primarily local taxation financing local expenditures like
education and local welfare. If these burdens are to be borne
primarily at the local level with local control, then primary
sources of taxes at the local level will have to be relied upon
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and that means property taxes. To drastically reduce local
property taxation and still maintain current levels of education
and welfare with local control, assistance from the state level
of government (and with such assistance normally goes state
control of the function in one form or another) will be neces
sary or other tax sources at the local level must be discovered.
But additional help from the state level pre-supposes that the
state must find additional sources of revenue. Remember that
throughout the United States today, every state is having se
vere difficulties finding additional tax sources. Some 37 states
have sales taxes at the present time and most of these also have
an income tax. Only 13 states that have a sales tax lack an
income tax at present. If our state and local levels of govern
ment are to raise additional tax revenues they will have to do
so through income taxation, sales taxation, and property taxa
tion, or else turn to Washington for additional revenues. The
trend now is for local levels of government and for state gov
ernments to go to Washington asking Congress for subsidy
programs and grant-in-aid programs of one form or another.
Would today’s conservative be willing to abolish local school
boards and local budget controls and advocate school district
consolidation and consolidation of city-county governments to
reduce expenses? This seems to be the alternative.
One last problem which points up the difficulty a conserva
tive faces in reconciling his principles with economic necessity
is the role of government in public debt and private debt in the
United States. One of the things that disturbs conservatives
is the total amount of federal, state, and local debt in the United
States today. From Table 3 you can notice that back in 1929
total public and private debt amounted to only $191 billion. Of
this total, approximately $29 billion of the debt (or roughly 1/6)
was governmental debt. The remainder was in the form of
private debt: $89 billion of corporate and $72 billion of non1948 this combined total had increased from
$191 billion to $433 billion, of which more than half was in the
form of governmental debt. Corporate debt had increased by
approximately only $30 billion to $118 billion and noncorporate
debt had increased only 15 percent to $83 billion. At the pres
en ime, owever, (1961) total debt (public and private) in the
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United States has again more than doubled since 1948 and is
equal to $933 billion. But notice that only about % of the total
debt in our society now is government debt: $248 billion of net
federal debt and $65 billion state and local debt. The tremen
dous increases in debt in the United States have come in the
form of corporate and noncorporate debt, both of which have
increased by nearly $200 billion in the last 13 years. One
aspect of noncorporate debt which has increased enormously
has been consumer credit. Consumer credit since 1948 has in
creased by over $40 billion, from approximately $14 billion to
$57 billion.
We look at debt levels frequently on different bases. Few
people argue that corporations with $312.5 billion of debt out
standing are too deeply in debt. But fewer still argue that total
governmental debt is not too high! As conservatives we
haven’t considered it prudent to argue relative debt sizes of
public and private bodies on similar grounds. Surely this too
is a symptom of our double vision in economic affairs.

Conclusion
We have attempted in the foregoing to point out some areas
of inconsistency in the examination of our economic affairs.
Surely in each of these areas we, as conservatives, sometimes
adopt a position which is somewhat irrational; a position some
what suggestive of our having split personalities or double
vision as we view economic affairs. While many explanations
may be offered for this strange attitude, perhaps one overshad
ows all others. It is easy to fail to recognize the interrelation
ships of all areas of the economy, and often we are limited in
our ability to recognize the relative importance and adequacy
of the information we possess about a specific segment of our
economic life. Isn’t it strange that we ignore the need for
expert advice in arranging and interpreting the facts of our
economic existence, although with respect to the problems of
our own physical bodies which are directly subject to our
senses we normally quickly recognize our inability to diagnose,
prescribe, and cure and we eagerly seek expert advice. Our
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economic life is at least as complex, the interrelationships
among the parts at least as difficult to understand and evaluate,
our ills as easy to “see” and yet as difficult to diagnose, pre
scribe for, and cure; and, yet as voting responsible citizens we
assume comprehensive knowledge in economic affairs based
upon our own casual experiences and our own admitted ignor
ance. Surely if this diagnosis of trouble areas is accurate we
can make an appointment with our economic experts as will
ingly as with our doctors.
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